
BOWDOIN COLLEGE SUPPLEMENT ESSAYS

Bowdoin College Application Essay Question Explanations. The Requirements: One essay of words, one short answer
of characters, and one additional info essay. In other words, this short answer question is still an opportunity for you to
show admissions a glimmer of.

Bowdoin is known for its small student body, which still offers student organizations and boasts a
student-to-faculty ratio of  For more information on writing about sensitive topics, check out our video
tutorials on grief and other so-called taboos. Think of literature involving nature if that interests you or how
technology is often constructed to mimic nature. To this day, students at Bowdoin are encouraged to become
engaged with the community whether at a local or global level. Due to its brevity, you must be concise, yet
precise. We recommend uploading anything creative. Choose a line that will allow you to highlight how you
will fit in as a student at Bowdoin. Their supplement contains three parts, all of which we break down for you
below. As this is a short essay, make sure that your response is creative and helps you to stand out from others.
This optional prompt as is the case with most optional prompts is lowkey not optional. For example, you can
talk about how you can code to create music, and thus your love for coding allows you to connect with the art
world, a field which you previously may not have enjoyed. Do not restrict yourself just to books, though! If
you get stuck, ask your friends and family what the most unique things about you are and then connect these
memories or characteristics to your past accomplishments, future goals, and of course, future at Bowdoin
College. How did you first learn about Bowdoin? Is one of your favorite hobbies hiking? Feel free to discuss
how you want to be challenged, as well as times when you have been in awe of others work. College is all
about the late-night, deep conversations that shake the way you look at the world, so show Bowdoin that this
type of relationship is something you strive to cultivate. Need help with your college applications? For many,
this is the first time that they will be living with their classmates and surrounded by such a diverse group of
people. Required Prompt: How did you first learn about Bowdoin? Bowdoin College, located in the coastal
suburban area of Brunswick, Maine is a private liberal arts college. This is not a trick question. The close-knit
liberal arts education Bowdoin College provides allows for risk-taking, which is the spirit of a true liberal arts
education. Note: While this prompt is technically optional, CollegeVine highly recommends that you answer
this prompt. Want help on your Bowdoin application or essays? You could also take this line in a different
direction and discuss how nature is used in other disciplines. The Maine community?


